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The First National BSL Summit in Scotland
took place on Monday 23 September 2019
in Glasgow
The summit was held on the UN International Day of Sign
Languages 2019, which had the theme “Sign Language
Rights for All!”.
This fits with deafscotland’s campaign of “BSL For All”,
which is part of our campaign “Communication For All”.

Co-chairs
Donald Richards – deafscotland Convener
Joseph Sheridan – Head of ITV Signpost in Scotland

Our purpose
As the lead organisation for deaf issues in Scotland,
we unify those passionate about achieving equality,
access and citizenship for those affected by deafness in
Scotland. We represent the marginalised and voiceless.
Four key pillars of deafness
We use the term the ‘four key pillars of deafness’ to
describe Deaf BSL users, Deafblind, Deafened and
Hard of Hearing as people experience different
barriers that require different solutions.

Hard of hearing

Deafblind

People who are Deafened
People who have become significantly deaf
after learning a spoken language

Deaf/BSL users

People who are Deafblind
People with significant level of both hearing and sight loss

Deafened

Deaf/British Sign Language (BSL) users
People who are born deaf or become deafened
early in life before learning a spoken language

People who are Hard of Hearing
Sometimes described as mild to moderate hearing loss
The ‘four key pillars of deafness’ describe the
range of ways people experience deafness

Councillor Grant Ferguson
South Lanarkshire Council

The first speaker was Councillor Grant Ferguson who was
elected to South Lanarkshire Council in a by-election in
August 2019. Councillor Ferguson spoke of his education
and his work as a council employee before standing for
election. He went to University of Strathclyde and did a
degree in IT. He then went back and graduated with a LLB
in Law, and followed this with a post-graduate qualification.
In 2007, he moved to East Kilbride and joined his
local branch of the Scottish National Party (SNP). He
started to get into campaigning, elections, local and
national work. He describes himself as an SNP activist.
He was very active in the party around the Scottish
Referendum in 2014. He found he was doing a lot of
translation. He was taking the information and translating
it into BSL to use on Facebook and social media to
make sure Deaf people understood what was going
on. This started a conversation and it progressed to the
European Referendum when Deaf people were becoming
more active and demanding more information.

At the SNP conference 2 years ago, there were delegates
there from the Disabled Members Group, the national
group of disabled members in the SNP. Councillor
Ferguson prepared and gave a speech on campaigning,
communication access and looking for solutions. He
suggested we need to put forward solutions to make sure
everyone, including Deaf people who use interpreters are
included in the party and at conferences and events.
In 2017, the local elections came up and Councillor
Ferguson hoped to get a nomination. He was slightly
worried about communication access as he knew
that he had to have an interpreter but was sure there
was no budget for this. He was able to get in touch
with someone who was able to help with funding for
interpreting so that interpreters could be provided at
meetings and for any responsibilities that he would
have as a Councillor. However, he lost in this election.
Then in 2019, a local councillor died and the seat became
vacant. Councillor Ferguson contacted Inclusion Scotland
and asked for funding for an interpreter from their Access
to Elected Office Fund (Scotland). As he campaigned,
he drove about and met people face to face; as well
as using social media. He set up an online service so
people could contact him. The Video Relay Service
(VRS) service plus the funding from Inclusion Scotland
enabled him to operate as any other candidate would.

On election day - 29 August 2019 - there was
a lot of surprise when he signed his acceptance
speech. He knows this is the beginning of the
journey, that there are opportunities out there;
that it will not be easy but it is achievable.

On election day - Thursday 29 August 2019 - the other
candidates knew he was affected by deafness but did
not know he was a BSL user. He was announced as the
newly elected councillor. Normally what happens is the
newly elected member makes a speech. Everyone was
a bit confused as two people approached the podium,
Councillor Ferguson and the BSL / English Interpreter.
Councillor Ferguson didn’t go to the microphone which
confused people but he was not the one speaking. There
was a lot of surprise when he signed his acceptance
speech. He knew this is the beginning of the journey,
that there are opportunities out there; that it will not
be easy but it is achievable. The fact he is an elected
Councillor tells you it is possible. He is the first BSL
Councillor in Scotland and doesn’t want to be the last.

Debra Wherrett
Former Co-Chair of the BSL National Advisory Group

Debra grew up in England using BSL and went to a
residential deaf school as a boarding pupil. She had full
vision and sight and was just a deaf person getting on
with life. She loved sport and was always active whether
it was mountaineering or skiing. She was interested in any
sport. She worked as a youth worker with young people
and then with children and families and encouraged having
a BSL environment in the home so that families could
connect using BSL. Debra moved to Scotland nearly 20
years ago. She got involved in community health project
work and youth work. She had her own family. Life went
on and then her vision started to decline. It was a painful
process. She lost her sight all together six years ago. It was
a huge barrier. It was like a brick wall. It rocked her world.

When she lost her sight she felt she had catapulted back
30 years. She felt she should have the same rights and
support as other people, including Deaf people, and
she was determined to fight for access. She asked for
Tactile BSL Interpreters and Hands On Interpreters. She
had not used tactile BSL before, so it was a learning
process for her. She got more confident with the use of
hands and tactile BSL. She would go to meetings and
she would ask for a Tactile BSL Interpreter. What was
provided was an ‘interpreter’ who would spell out on
her hand. This is finger spelling and Deafblind Manual.
Debra asked “can you imagine receiving information
when everything is spelled out to you letter by letter?”
She said she really needed tactile BSL and was only
offered Deafblind Manual. She was shocked by this and
asked “how am I supposed to express myself and use
BSL”. She had a very basic access to information and
communication but thought “things need to change
and improve and there needs to be more access
for Deafblind people as BSL is their first language
and they have the same rights as everyone else”.
When the British Sign Language (Scotland) Act 2015
passed and it was seen to include Tactile BSL, Debra was
so pleased and she felt the first door in that brick wall
had finally opened and this was a huge step forward.

“It’s key not to be tokenistic; public bodies need to
show that people are involved and able to take part.
If BSL users are not involved, how can public bodies
be sure their plans reflect what BSL users want?”

The National Advisory Group (NAG) was established to
draft the first ever BSL National Plan. Debra applied and
was accepted as a member of the NAG. She was asked to
co-chair the group with Sarah Davidson, DG Organisational
Development and Operations from the Scottish
Government. Charlotte Addison also co-chaired the
meetings. The NAG worked using a co-production model.
It was important that National Advisory Group members
listened to BSL Communities and gave feedback and time
for everyone to talk, give their opinion and be included.
From the NAG, there has been the publication of BSL
National / Authority (Local) Plans and BSL representatives
involved in the work, but she feels more work needs to
be done at local level to have BSL users involved in the
consultation processes in order to able to influence these
plan. It’s key not to be tokenistic; public bodies need to
show that people are involved and able to take part. If
BSL users are not involved, how can public bodies be
sure their plans reflect what BSL users want? Debra
had a professional who worked for a public body say to
her “BSL has gone out of fashion. Debra can’t use it as
she does not have her sight.” Debra’s answer to that is
“BSL is still my first language and how I express myself
and we are still fighting for awareness. I consider myself
a representative of other deafblind members of the
community and just because you lose your sight, you
don’t use your language and we need to feed in to local
plans. There are still barriers today but it’s a start.”

Everyone should have exceptional quality of life and
to achieve that you have to have four things:
Communication
Access to BSL and sign language
Mobility and orientation
Participation
It means everyone has the opportunity to get involved,
to express their views and to be heard. That is the
only way we can improve things for the future.
Debra is working freelance to deliver training on the use
of tactile BSL. She trained 17 interpreters this month who
are BSL users but want to be able to use tactile BSL. She
hopes numbers will grow in the future and she hopes
people have a better understanding and more awareness
of how to use tactile BSL with Deafblind people.

Q&A
Councillor Grant Ferguson
Debra Wherrett
John Urquhart – COSLA
Natalie McKechnie – Falkirk Council

Q

A

Where can I, as a deafblind person, who
has learned tactile BSL, find people to
sign with me to improve my skills?
You can go to meetings where you will meet others
and you could ask for a Hands On Interpreter so you
use tactile BSL to receive information to improve your
skills. You could attend a regular Hands On community
event where there will be other people who want to
learn and other deafblind people. That could be a
monthly event. That would help with engagement and
to meet other deafblind or deaf or hearing people
because it is about the language, not the impairment.

Q

What is COSLA’s responsibility in the BSL
Local Plans that Councils have to write?

A

COSLA is a membership organisation with the
members being the 32 Local Authorities. We agree
national policy positions and agree with Scottish
Government about new Acts and Strategies. We
are a democratic organisation with a number
of boards who meet 6 times a year. It is not
COSLA’s role to ensure there is a plan in each local
authority. The Scottish Government has a role in
collating the BSL Authority (Local) Plans; they
should have a central area for referencing them.

Q

How did you make sure everyone was
involved in the BSL Local Plan?

A

Falkirk Council is lucky because the Sensory Team
is based in Forth Valley Sensory Centre which
is a great resource and there are lots of events
happening there regularly. When looking to engage
with the Deaf Community for the BSL consultation,
the Council worked closely with the centre and
engaging with their groups. The Council did a lot
of promotion and marketing in BSL to engage
the community to become involved. What comes
through strongly is communication and lack of
communication. Communication is important and
how the Council delivers on that. When doing the BSL
consultation, it was important that all the BSL plan
was transcribed to BSL and it was put on YouTube.
The Council implemented WhatsApp for video calls;
FaceTime and contactSCOTLAND-BSL to make it
easy for the Deaf Community to become involved.

Q

NDCS has a Family Sign Language course. The idea
is parents who are hearing with deaf children can
learn the signs they need at home. Scotland has
the 1+2 scheme in the education system and NDCS
idea is that children could learn BSL as a second
language. Some local authorities are committed
to delivering the family sign language course
and BSL being on the 1+2 agenda. My question is
will Falkirk Council adopt the NDCS Family Sign
Language course and offer BSL as 1+2 in schools?

A

In terms of 1+2 and family sign, the Council are
happy for NDCS to come along and tell them what
is involved. The Council is getting the Forth Valley
Sensory Centre registered to deliver sign language
courses and there might be a fit with that. The
Council has Voices Off sessions on Monday and
Wednesday nights, very informal, allowing people
to come along and learn sign language. The Council
is looking to progress to offering Levels 1 and 2.

We asked attendees to

Tell us what you think of the Summit

Great day!

Needed more from non BSL
organisations and public bodies

Exciting event, feeling optimistic
for the future of BSL and the
resourcefulness of Deaf people.

Informative
Workshops
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Thrilled to be part of this summit. Hopefully the first
of many! Excellent range of workshops. Something
for everyone. More panel Q & A would be great. I
found this really interesting.

Workshops
Developing Leadership: Scottish Community
Development Centre
Getting Greener: Forth Valley Sensory Centre
Inclusive Communication: Sense Scotland
Working Inclusively: Action on Hearing Loss Scotland
Early Start: NDCS Scotland
Public Life/Democracy: deafscotland
Resilience in an emergency: Emergency Services
Getting Beyond Access: Sign Language Interactions
Tactile BSL: Deafblind Scotland

Developing Leadership
Scottish Community Development Centre
Delivered by Sam Jordan and David Allan
Aims
Understanding what we mean by community and
community development; what does community
mean to you and what is your role in the community;
and how do we foster leadership in communities.

Community development is providing a forum
for discussion, eliminating barriers, encouraging
participation, inclusive communication, support,
leadership, engagement, and openness.
It is also recognising that people are excluded
and oppressed due to the way society is
structured; and realising there are barriers
faced by some if not all community members
and sometimes it is about bigger issues.
The Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 has
made community development important and it recognises
that it means growing fair, inclusive and strong communities.

Work done in West Dunbartonshire – SCDC was asked
by West Dunbartonshire Council to help develop a
community empowerment strategy and action plan. They
were tasked with engaging with wider community in West
Dunbartonshire to see what the strategy and action plan
should look like. This meant working with people and
speaking to people in terms of what important things for
them as members of that community and be able to get
more involved locally. There were real concerns about
communication and how the council communicate to
others. Also about how people communicate between
communities and different parts of the community. There
were big questions about support and getting people
involved. This led to a huge resource issue for people to
get appropriate support and be involved on equal basis.
Standards of practice came up and concerns about
who is trained and skilled up on communication and
community development; and how to do it better. BSL
users in West Dunbartonshire found few opportunities
to network at local level, never mind getting involved
with trying to influence council policy. Issue came up
about whether people can access training in order to
work well with communities and communities with
different needs and access needs and communication
needs. A very robust community empowerment strategy
and action plan for Council will be launched soon.

Barriers/solutions
Communication, accessible consultation – councils
need to provide interpreters to make sure BSL
users have the same opportunities to take part
as those without communication barriers.
Information in BSL – technology should make it easier to
produce information in BSL and for people to access it.
BSL user in councils – would be good to have a BSL user
employed as a BSL Champion in each council to give
advice on breaking barriers across all council functions.
Cost of cover for interpreters – Councils cannot
afford “bank” interpreters so have to rely on
“outside” agencies when their own interpreters
are off sick. This leads to much greater costs.
Using contactSCOTLAND-BSL to remove some of
the more immediate communication barriers.

Getting Greener
Forth Valley Sensory Centre
Delivered by Kirsty Banks
Aims
To provide information about their project that gives energy
efficiency advice - Making Sense of Energy Savings.

The project ensures information about energy savings is
more accessible to people with sensory loss. It is looking
at adapting the information already there into different
formats such as Braille, plain English, large print, film clips
with BSL, text and audio descriptions about how people
can save energy, money and save warm. The project is
doing workshops out in community groups, home visits
and is working with Home Energy Scotland, which is a
government funded organisation that helps people get
grants and loans for energy saving changes to their home.
What is fuel poverty? People are frightened to turn
the on their heating; or live in substandard housing;
or cannot afford hating and hot water; or do not have
double glazing; or do not have sufficient heating in
their houses and cannot afford to heat their homes.

Inclusive Communication
Sense Scotland
Delivered by Jacky Smith and Laura Cowan
Sense Scotland was funded by the Scottish Government
Equality Unit to deliver three objectives: people having
increased expectations that their communication support
needs will be met in all situations; public bodies and other
organisations will be expected to meet the communication
needs of everybody; and social care staff must also meet
the communication needs of all the people they work with.
What is inclusive communication? It is sharing information
in a way that everybody can understand. There is no one
size fits all. It’s about sharing information in lots of different
ways. People need support understanding, expressing
themselves and interacting with others. Communication is a
two way process and it’s a communication partnership. It is
about looking at the barriers and putting in place solutions.
There are many ways to communicate including BSL.
For example, BSL is a language and has a rich cultural
history behind it. Makaton is more a signed communication
tool or system, taking signs from BSL and standardising
them and for every sign in Makaton there is a picture
symbol; it’s often taught in schools to children who are
hearing but have a communication support need.

Communication is a basic human right and it is
mentioned in the UN Convention of Human Rights as
well as in the UN Convention on the Rights of People
with Disabilities. It is also an equality issue and people
are entitled to ask for a “reasonable adjustment” under
the Equality Act 2010. Inclusive communication is
about a change in attitude, where people will come
up with solutions to the barriers that people come
across when trying to communicate with others.
Click here to access the Principles
of Inclusive Communication
Click here for Inclusive Communication Hub
Click here for Communication For All

Barriers
Access to interview as employers do not
know how to book an interpreter.
Employers and Deaf people being
unaware of Access to Work.
Mainstream jobs websites v Deaf UK jobs

Working Inclusively
Action on Hearing Loss Scotland
Delivered by Teri Devine and Gerry McCoy
Aims
How you attract the right person; and how to recruit
deaf applicants. Equality of access and employment.

Lack of role models for Deaf young people
to show what work is all about.
Accessing support from the local deaf organisation/
knowing where there organisations are.
How to overcome the barriers
Take an inclusive communication approach to initial
communication with your organisation/applicants.
Work with a local deaf organisation to reduce
barriers throughout recruitment drives/process.
Deaf awareness training required across all
areas of organisation so everyone is Deaf
aware and knows when interpreters should be
booked/how to work with interpreters.
Do employees need an Adjustment Passport
Click here for more info

Early Start
NDCS Scotland
Delivered by Joanne O’Donnell and Clare Canton
Aims
To highlight Family Sign Language and show why
it is important got children who are deaf to acquire
sign language in the family environment.
Family Sign Language was created by NDCS
in 2005 and the aim was to develop a visual
language for communication skills to support
families to learn BSL for everyday life.

Research shows that deaf children who struggle to be
understood in their own home are 4 times more likely to
suffer from mental health conditions. NDCS want families
and children to be able to communicate with each other.
As a result of newborn hearing screening, deaf children
were being identified earlier and families wanted to have
good communication from birth. A benefit of Family Sign
Language course is that it is delivered by BSL tutors and
that allows families of deaf children to meet a Deaf adult,
maybe for the first time. They may be unsure about what
the future holds for their children so meeting a Deaf
adult can be very reassuring and give them information.
The children also get a positive Deaf role model. Level
1 BSL does not give parents the skills or vocabulary
they need to communicate with their children. Family
Sign Language is unique in the sense the vocabulary is
built around the words that children up to the age of 5
are likely to know - toys, animals, daily routines; it also
contains an element of deaf awareness for families. It
is taught by BSL tutors who have had further training
to support parent to child communication. Lessons are
delivered in a fun way with games and activities.

In 2012, NDCS Scotland ran their first course in Scotland
just for parents. In 2014, they developed the Family Sign
Language course for early year’s professionals and nursery
staff. In 2018, they took Family Sign Language into a
school. Courses run in 31 out of the 32 Council areas.
NDCS Scotland want to promote BSL in schools. There was
a pilot project in Dingwall delivering BSL to the all children
which could be rolled out to all schools. As a member of
the BSL (Scotland) Act 2015 Partners with deafscotland,
Deafblind Scotland, BDA Scotland and Deaf Action, NDCS
Scotland asked local authorities what provision they have
now to teach BSL in schools; do they teach Family Sign;
and do they include BSL in 1+2. Six Councils have a firm
commitment to continue or begin supporting families
to access free classes. Ten more have no commitment
to supporting families to learn BSL for free. As part of
their partnership work, NDCS Scotland has been asked
to put together a resource pack for parents which they
will receive when their child receives their diagnosis.
NDCS runs annual conferences to give young people
information on their rights and how to challenge
public bodies so they can access their rights in
BSL and in a way that makes sense for them.
Click here for more info

Public Life/Democracy
deafscotland
Delivered by Derek Todd
In Scotland, public bodies including the Scottish
Government work with the Nolan Principles
-The Seven Principles of Public Life
Selflessness; Integrity; Objectivity; Accountability;
Openness; Honesty; and Leadership.
There was a small group discussion on how these
should be made accessible for BSL users; and how
more information is needed to ensure BSL users have
access to democracy and the democratic process.

There are four emergency services – police, fire
and rescue, ambulance service and coastguard.

Resilience in an emergency
Emergency Services
Delivered by PC Stephanie Rose – Police Scotland and
Julie-Ann Muir – Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
Aims
To find out what information people want/need to manage
themselves and families in emergency situations.

The main role of the police is to prevent crime and
emergency situations from happening by working in and
with communities. Police Scotland are getting better at
providing information and guidance in BSL. They are
working with BSL users in Scotland to find out what
information works best and what information they need
to feel safe. Looking at how to train more officers in BSL.
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) works across all
emergency situations not just fire. They are responsible
for a lot of preventative work and education, including
raising awareness of what emergencies – fire raising,
road traffic accidents, antisocial behaviour – can do to
communities and their sense of safety. The SFRS also works
with individuals to make sure they are safe in their own
homes by assessing and helping to access equipment.

The Scottish Ambulance Service and the Coastguard
work to prevent emergencies as well as responding to
them. There is an element of education and engagement
to their work just like the SFRS and Police Scotland.
There was a brief discussion on access to information and
services in rural and very rural areas and what more can
be done to ensure people in these areas have equality
of access, especially when they do not have equality of
access to broadband internet. There was a short discussion
on what information should the emergency services hold
on individuals – their communication needs, for example?
And how statements should be taken from BSL users
to make sure they are both accurate and accessible.

Sign Language Interactions (SLi) is an interpreting
agency providing BSL / English Interpreters, Deafblind
communicators and Electronic Note-takers; as well as BSL
/ English interpreting services online, which are a mixture
of Video Relay Service and Video Remote Interpreting.

Getting Beyond Access
Sign Language Interactions
Delivered by Andy Irvine
Aims
To give people a better understanding of what
contactSCOTLAND-BSL does and what Video Relay
Service (VRS) and Video Remote Interpreting (VRI) are.

The main difference is that for VRI, the provider and
user are in the same location. VRI could be used at the
appointment between the BSL user and their hearing
GP with a remote BSL / English Interpreter. VRS is
where there are 3 different locations. Generally, the
BSL user is in one location, the interpreter is remote
and the hearing person is also remote. An example is a
BSL user in their house phoning up the GP to make an
appointment via a remote BSL / English Interpreter.
The session covered the history of using technology
to communicate with people affected by deafness: the
audiophone, fax machine, qwerty phone, textphones,
to mobile phones, smartphones and tablets.
contactSCOTLAND-BSL is becoming more accessible
as technology develops, including accessible for people
who are Deafblind. It is now available 24/7 and covers
all calls a BSL user wants to make in Scotland. There
is another service available in England and Wales.
Future developments may include using avatars or
“Alexa” type devices and developing other ways
to support sign language interpreting online.

“I said it would be torture and it kind of is.”

Tactile BSL
Deafblind Scotland
Delivered by John Whitfield, Debra
Wherrett and Izzy McGrath
“Deafblind Scotland is here because of the
BSL (Scotland) Act 2015 Partners, which is five
organisations working in partnership - BDA Scotland,
NDCS Scotland, Deaf Action and deafscotland. The
partnership is trying to work together to support BSL
Communities.”

Aims
To show delegates the barriers faced by Deafblind people
every day using ear defenders, Simspecs and blindfolds.

People think of communication as visual or aural. How
do you get the understanding across when you need
to use another way? Not understanding what tactile
communication or touching is. When the BSL (Scotland)
Act was about to be going through its final stages, John
was approached to say “can you keep hands on signing
and Deafblind Manual off the agenda and we will put it
as an amendment afterwards” He said no that because
everyone needs to think of people that are BSL users and
what they need to communicate if their sight deteriorates.
John explained the practicalities of using tactile BSL
and interpreting this form of BSL. He also explained the
differences between Deafblind Manual and tactile BSL.
Deafblind Manual requires a lot of concentration and no
matter how fast a Guide/Communicator can do Deafblind
Manual, it is only as good as the speed the person can
receive it. It can be a very slow method of communicating.
Debra explained how to communicate with someone
who uses tactile BSL or Deafblind Manual. People
need to remember that the deafblind person is a
person first and foremost and they shouldn’t be pulled
and pushed about. Remember your manners!

Closing session of the Summit
Donald Richards gave some feedback from the day. The
Summit shows the importance of clear collaboration,
connections and engagement. Communication for
everyone, every day, at home, work, college, meetings,
or anywhere, even on holiday. We are all in the same
boat. It’s worth remembering this: TEAM - Together,
Everyone, Achieves, More. We all need to work together.
Derek Todd, BSL Consultant from deafscotland closed
the summit with a summary of the good practice
that has happened since the BSL (Scotland) Act was
given Royal Assent. There was a suggestion from the
floor that the summit should take place every 2 years
with more local events taking place in between.
Thanks to all the contributors, both sponsors
and supporters who helped who helped to make
this summit happen and to all the delegates
for their participation on the day.

Summit summary

1. Priority Requirements:
a. Future National BSL Summits to be held every
two years for anyone involved and interested
in BSL – Public, Third and Private Sectors
with individuals from BSL Communities.
b. Local BSL events to be held in between bi-annual
National BSL Summits. This would make it more
robust and for local public bodies to communicate
effectively with local BSL Communities – work with
local BSL users, Equality and Sensory Lead Officers.
c. BSL access to be provided and available at local,
regional and national public events and on their
websites – i.e. introduce a good practice model
similar to the Scottish Parliament, such as having a
BSL plan; providing BSL / English Interpreters for
First Minister Questions and major crisis / debates /
events; BSL hub page on their official website; BSL
access on various social media platforms – i.e. Twitter,
Facebook and YouTube; Guided Tours in BSL.

d. Inform and encourage people to use
contactSCOTLAND-BSL and extend contactSCOTLANDBSL to be more accessible for BSL users to video
conference, and integrate with other “pillars of
deafness” and mainstream groups – flexibility of the
service will increase users and their participation and
independence. Also extend contactSCOTLAND-BSL
to be more accessible to BSL users with additional
support and communication access needs.
e. Work with appropriately trained and registered
Language Service Professionals i.e. BSL / English
Interpreters; Electronic Note-takers; HandsOn Interpreters; Tactile BSL Interpreters; Guide /
Communicators; Deafblind Manual Interpreters;
Lip-Speakers; Palantypists. Ensure there are
access, professional development and upskilling
opportunities for these professionals too.

2. Strong Recommendations:
a. Capacity building
Developing, increasing and training more
BSL Tutors and holding BSL conversation
cafes in every Local Authority area.
b. Increase training opportunities
Work with those businesses that deliver
BSL training to provide BSL training in
schools, communities and workplaces.
c. BSL is for everyone
Baby Sign, Family Sign and BSL to be available for
children, young people, family, friends, colleagues,
neighbours, playgroups, nurseries and schools.
d. Improve access and participation
BSL access to be provided and available at
local, regional and national public events.

e. Upskilling BSL and other communication skills, and
improving promotion opportunities
Support and encourage individuals who use BSL
personally or as part of their communication support,
or other job to upgrade their skills in the workplace.
f. Specialist business support to social and private
business supporting deaf entrepreneurs and staff
members
Encourage development but avoid displacement of
current business to other sectors not supporting those
affected by deafness or influenced by lived experience.
g. Develop accessible Mental Health resources and
provisions
BSL access and Language Service Professionals
provisions to be available on Mental Health resources
through local, regional and national services.
Resources required include de-stigmatisation,
prevention, early intervention and treatment.

3. Key actions for deafscotland and its membership
going forward would be:
a. Partnership to continue the ongoing valuable
work and further the work with BSL users, BSL /
Equality & Diversity and Sensory Lead Officers.
b. Leadership to motivate BSL Communities and
stakeholders towards achieving key common goals.
c. Access, integration and participation to ensure BSL
access is provided for BSL Communities to participate
at local, regional and national public events.
d. Networking and Inclusive Communication to support
collaborative networking and communications within
BSL Communities, including those with additional
needs and between BSL users and others.
e. Strategic to work and provide information, advice,
guidance and consultancy support to Public, Third
and Private sector organisations that influences
improved and relevant policy measures.

What does ‘BSL For All’ mean?
The British Sign Language (Scotland) Act 2015 was
passed by the Scottish Parliament in 2015. The main
reason for the Act is to promote the use of British
Sign Language (BSL) in Scotland, and help people
understand what BSL is as a language in its own right.

BSL For All
We want BSL (British Sign Language) to be
available for everyone in Scotland.
Communication can happen in a range of ways. It
includes spoken language. BSL is not just about
language, it’s about both language and culture. Sign
Language is a visual means of communicating using
gestures, facial expression and body language. BSL has
its own grammatical structure, dialects / variations
and linguistic elements. It is not dependant nor is it
strongly related to spoken English. BSL is used mainly
by individuals who are Deaf people but is used by others
and could be beneficial and enjoyed by many more.

BSL For All means that BSL, as a language,
should be available to everyone who wants
to be able to use the language.
Who could that be?
It could be you – because:
• you want to learn a new language; or
• you know someone who is a BSL user and you want to
be able to communicate with them without difficulty or
help; or
• someone in your family has had a baby who has little or
no hearing and you want to be involved in their life; or
• you are losing your hearing and want to be
able to communicate in a different way.

Benefits of ‘BSL For All’:
• BSL is for everyone
Baby Sign, Family Sign and BSL to be available for
children, young people, family, friends, colleagues,
neighbours, playgroups, nurseries and schools.
• Capacity building
Developing, increasing and training more BSL Tutors
and holding BSL conversation cafes in every Local
Authority area.
• Improve access and participation
BSL access to be provided and available at local, regional
and national public events.
• Increase training opportunities
Work with those businesses that deliver BSL training
to provide BSL training in schools, communities and
workplaces.
• Upskilling BSL skills
and improving promotion opportunities
Support and encourage individuals who use BSL
personally or as part of their communication support,
or other job to upgrade their skills in the workplace.

We need your support
to make these things happen!
Support deafscotland in making Scotland
the best place in the world for BSL users
to learn, live, work and visit.

Thank you
We would like to take this opportunity to thank
you all for coming to our Summit, especially:

Our speakers
Councillor Grant Ferguson from South Lanarkshire
Council; and Debra Wherrett, former CoChair of the BSL National Advisory Group.
Q&A Panel members
Cllr Grant Ferguson; Debra Wherrett; John Urquhart from
COSLA; and Natalie McKechnie from Falkirk Council.

Those who facilitated workshops and
have taken a market stall.
Everyone who supported us by buying tickets.
deafscotland team and the hotel staff.
We Are Cameron for their technical equipment and
assembling the conference and workshop rooms.
We Are Stirling for printing the programme.
Language Service Professionals (BSL / English Interpreters,
Hands on BSL Interpreters and Electronic Note-takers, etc.).
All our volunteers who supported us on the day.

Our main sponsors

All our friends who have provided support.

The ALLIANCE; and British Sign Language
Broadcasting Trust (BSLBT).

Report written by

Our other sponsors
NHS 24; Sign Language Interactions; NHS Health
Scotland; Action on Hearing Loss Scotland;
Forth Valley Sensory Centre; West Scotland Deaf
Children’s Society; ITV SignPost; Disability Equality
Scotland (DES); STV; SignLive; Scottish Community
Development Centre; contactSCOTLAND-BSL;
Heriot-Watt University Centre for Translation and
Interpreting Studies in Scotland; and InterpreterNow.

Mandy Reid – Development Officer
Derek Todd – BSL Consultant
Photographs by
Will Clark – will-clark.com
Report designed by
Craig McFarlane – craigmcfarlane.co.uk

Sponsors
Gold

Consultancy and Evaluation
What can deafscotland do to support your organisation?
Silver

We can:

Luncheon

Programme

• Carry out affordable, deaf health checks and
support your organisation to become more deaf
aware across the four pillars of deafness.
• Evaluate your plans or service(s) with input from
service users, their families and carers;
• Support your organisation to become a
“Communication For All” organisation;

Bronze

• Support your organisation to become more involved
in local and national issues across government
and across the four pillars of deafness.
• Advise, support and provide participatory activity.
For more information, click here

Are you Committed to Communication?
Join us in supporting Scotland to become the first
inclusive communication nation – accessible to everyone!

Web

deafscotland.org

Phone 0141 248 2474
SMS

07925 417 338

Email admin@deafscotland.org
facebook.com/deafscotland
twitter @deafscotMedia
linkedin.com/in/deafscotland
deafscotland

c/o The ALLIANCE

Venlaw Building
349 Bath Street

Glasgow, G2 4AA

On request, this report can be
made available in plain text

